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wooden toys



However, material doesn’t quite define our approach 
to ecology related problems. The starting point here 
is design and production process. The main objective 
is to make solid, lasting things. We know for a fact that 
the second generation plays with the same Bajo toys. 
We replace missing pieces, fix our toys and keep in 
touch with our costumers. Timeless design gives new 
life to Bajo toys and sometimes they become home 
decorative elements, childhood memorabilia. In the 
production process we have increased the renewable 
energy sources. Factory roof is covered with solar 
panels. Good proof of coexistence with surrounding 
nature is the fact that deer raise little ones in the woods 

ecology
We use renewable, easy to recycle material, which 
is wood of deciduous trees. It comes from places 
with sustainable forestry. We also source valuable 
detritus from furniture and parquet manufacturers. 
Furthermore, we apply cardboard, wool felt and cotton. 

around the factory, birds build nests inside our facility.  
We basically eliminated plastic in the packaging and 
transport stages.  

Wooden toys communicate core ecological ideas.
Contact with wood, its friendly warmth, possibility to 
build a whole universe from simple elements and a 
message that it carries - we believe these are crucial 
steps in forming environmental consciousness. One 
may say that wooden toys convey the love for nature 
in a perfect way.

communication, prescinding, using symbols, infinite 
possibility of new worlds. Every child who is having fun 
is an artist. There is an immense potential hidden in 
the act of playing and it pays off later throughout life.  
We intend to serve the art of playing. This is why we 
create toys.

about 

history & 
idea
Bajo has been present for 30 years. It was established 
in a tiny village of Kamionna, at the foot of the mountain 
bearing the same name. We started the company at the 
break of 90’s, in time of historical change of political 
system. Back then, the free market in Poland was 
virtually non-existent. We created toys for consumers 
yet to be. Interest in our products was growing along 
Bajo’s development.

The situation in which we began our work forever 
determined how we run the company. We seek 
inspiration in tension between conservative world 
of childhood and wood and contemporary pace 
of life, technology advancements, virtual reality, 
overconsumption and flood of information, ecological 
issues and intensity of social change. 

What we offer to parents, grandparents and most 
of all to children is becoming a master of fun and 
game. The real fun is based on creating new ways of 



coloursmaterials

quality

We use only certified non-toxic paints based on natural 
components, which fulfil EU safety standard (EN71) and 
US norms. We use wide range of water based paints as 
well as oil to protect the wood.

We use carefully selected high quality materials from 
certified local suppliers, who respect European eco-
standards of wood production. 

All of our products are manufactured in Poland.

Our toys correspond to all EU and US standards and 
requirements for toys safety (Directive 2009/48/
EC and REACH regulations) in terms of materials, 
manufacture and labelling. We support our community 
by using only carefully selected high quality materials 
from certified local suppliers, who respect European 
eco-standards of the wood production. Each product is 
hand-checked to ensure quality of the completed item. 

In 2013 BAJO launched a new 
design collective, and called it 
“TOBE”. This project brings to 
market creatively designed toys 
from multiple designers.

solidarity
Bajo emerged shortly after great social victory of 
Solidarity movement. The victory instantly became 
giant, systemic transition challenge. In our small 
village, as elsewhere in Poland, there was a lack of 
capital, tools, technology and experience to handle 
the new economic order. Idea of Solidarity gave us the 
concept to start production of wooden items made by 
elderly and disabled individuals, in such a way that did 
not require specialized skills. There was abundance of 
wood from old orchards, which were cut down in bulk. 
Finally, we, the founders, added in our professional 
skills. We are master designers and academic teachers 
at Cracow’s Polytechnic, department of architecture. 
And this is how designing, producing and selling toys 
began.

Nowadays, our company employs also people who 
find it difficult to compete for work. Our pedagogical 
proficiency allows us to educate youth from 
surrounding villages and vocational schools as well 
as Academy of Fine Arts students. We have taken 
part in numerous local and European educational, 
prosocial programs. We are partners with therapeutic 
and juvenile centers. The toys we make carry notion 
of solidarity in themselves. In the design process we 
always focus on the possibilities of reaching out to new 

At about the same time BAJO 
designed and produced under 
license a toy collection based 
on the award-winning children’s 
book written by Julia Donaldson 
and illustrated by Axel Scheffler : 
The Gruffalo. 

people. The ultimate goal is to provide education and 
blissful childhood through the toys we create. They have 
the power to inspire actions that lead to climate crisis 
prevention, better understanding and acceptance of 
social diversity.



infant toys rattles / teethers / baby gym

small vehicles / large vehicles

animals on wheels / figures

prams /doll houses / soft toys

pyramids / sorters / simple math / 
numbers & letters / lacing toys

puzzles / building blocks / arches / 
balancing blocks

memos / dominos / marble runs / spin-
ning tops / theatres / outdoor games

universal and timeless toys

mobiles / decorations

wooden toys under The Gruffalo 
license

classic

vehicles

education 

puzzles
& blocks

games

animals 

role playing  

child’s room

The Gruffalo

8  - 11

12  - 19

20  - 27

28  - 47

48  - 61

62  - 76

77  - 100

  101 - 110

111  - 116

117  - 122
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ordering 
guide

Recommended age grading: you 
can find the icons next to each toy’s 
description.

The toy has a bell, or makes sound when moved.

Choking hazard, unsuitable for children under 3 years old.

News from recent years.

Toys that has been recently redesigned.

ToBe® toys.

Difficulty levels of puzzles or games: 
simple, medium, hard.

Please note that some of our toys may come in different 
colours. If you prefer a certain colour, please add the 
correct suffix to the product code on your order form. 
Otherwise, we will send you the toy in the colours we 
have available. For example for a red snail please quote 
11510R, if you have no colour preference please quote 
11510.

20 21

packaging

We are doing our best to eliminate all the plastic from 
our packaging. That’s why we screen print majority of 
our packaging and use paper tape to close the boxes. 
Our box fillers are made of leftover cardboard. We still 
look for new, better solutions to be planet friendly.
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12010B
Fish
9 x 5 x 7 cm

11710Y
Bird
8 x 5 x 8 cm

11510R*
Snail
red
9 x 7 x 7 cm

11810G
Frog
7 x 5 x 7 cm

11510O
orange

infant
toys

Rattles, chewing toys, simple shapes, raw 
material, touch, colour, sound, movement.
These initial toys have double role to play.  
They link toddler with the world. Thus 
beginning fascinating contact with reality 
and amazing realization of one’s existence.  
Simultaneously, first games such as touching, 
pushing, chewing are wonderful form of 
communication with observant parents. It is 
a special kind of closeness. We take great 
care of manufacturing the toys and apply 
the same emphasis to quality to guarantee 
safety. This has been confirmed with 
European Regulations by TUV Rheinland 
and SGS.

*Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering.
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The spheres in the ladybird allow it to roll on any surface.

12310
Ladybird
14 x 12 x 4 cm

12320
natural

12810
Baby Gym
65 x 48 x 51 cm

11350
Fish teether
10 x 8 x 1,5 cm

11310
Hedgehog teether
10 x 8 x 1,5 cm

11330
Snail teether
10 x 7 x 1,5 cm
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The Sortroller consist of two parts: the body of the 
snail (the wheeled base) and its shell (the cylinder). 
Pull the Snail’s body and watch its shell roll. Take 
the shell off and use it as a sorter. It has 6 different 
holes to shove the wooden shapes through. This  
helps the child distinguish between shapes and 
enhances their dexterity. You might even find the 
little ones using it as a rattle while shaking the shell 
full of colourful shapes. 

37840
Sortroller
natural
22 x 16 x 18 cm

37830
green & blue

Children form the primary human community.  
They still prefer riding horses, steam 
locomotives and building feudal castles.  
In every generation childhood repeats the 
immemorial cycle using the same toy kit. 
Classic toys deserve their noble name.  They 
are classic for at least two reasons:  1) they 
possess everlasting patterns 2) their form has 
been perpetually perfected. As such they are 
one of a kind.

classic
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21910
Duck
17 x 17 x 60 cm

22210
Rattle
10 x 14 x 65 cm

34710R
Hammering board
22 x 13 x 13 cm

Twist both parts together 
and tight them firmly.

When the wheels of this push-along toy turn, the 
petals of the flower rise and spin. The flower opens 
and floats creating a rainbow.

24510
Flower “Rainbow”
44 x 17 x 44 cm
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91050
Building Blocks “102”
102 pc 
module 2 cm

This set contains 102 blocks. Here our aim 
is to encourage recognition of colour and 
shape. It is great fun to swap and change the 
colours to make the building look exciting. 

91060
Building Blocks “43”
43 pc
module 2 cm

Pull the cord and the horses spring to life. The horses 
gallop side by side, alternating their strides.

23610R*
Rocking horse
red
16 x 6 x 12 cm

21720
natural

21710W
white

21710R
red

23620
natural

21760*
Jumping horses
black oak
14 x 9 x 12 cm

*Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering.
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The rocking horse can have an additional 
safety woooden frame that suits younger 
children. It can be removed as the child  
grows bigger.

52520
Rocking horse
97 x 35 x 69 cm

51160
Rocking motorbike
102 x 33 x 60 cm

51150
black
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When blockades are removed the cot 
turns into a swinging cradle.

72130
Doll’s house
54 x 58 x 30 cm

74810
Doll’s cot
43,5 x 27,5 x 23,5 cm

Acting like mom or dad it’s the oldest game 
in the world. Children have always been 
fond of dolls, building houses, working in 
carpentry, workshops, transporting various 
goods, teaching at school and galloping 
on horseback. We have developed these 
ideas to be with them in their adventures 
when they picture theirselves being grown 
ups in the future.

role 
playing
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Baby walker 
57 x 34 x 56 cm

The stable walker with rubber rings on its wheels helps 
children walk. A Special shelf, when fasten, turns the 
walker into a doll’s pram. The walker has a special 
tension brake that allows you to adjust how easily the 
wheels turn. 

73140
white & grey

74210
Doll’s Buggy
55 x 34 x 60 cm

73170
Moby walker 
51 x 33 cm x 50 cm

74110
Doll’s pram 
57 x 34 x 56 cm

74140
white & grey

20
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Toby the Alien 
height 43 cm

78070 
Hanna
height 43 cm

78090 
Teresa 
height 43 cm

78080 
Jane 
height 43 cm

21

78320 
Bobbie Bones 
height 38 cm

good news!

https://www.youtube.com/embed/KnuifJSpVPM?rel=0
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78360 
Teri the Dog 
height 43 cm

78340 
Quinn the Elephant 
height 43 cm

78330 
Yuka the Bear 
height 35 cm

78350 
Kari the Deer 
height 50 cm

good news!

good news!

good news! good news!

These cute animals come to life in your 
hands. All the textiles used are cotton 
knitwear and they respond to the 
European Safety Standards.
They are sewn with care and love in 
Poland.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/OAArde7Pp0Q?rel=0
https://www.youtube.com/embed/OAArde7Pp0Q?rel=0
https://www.youtube.com/embed/OAArde7Pp0Q?rel=0
https://www.youtube.com/embed/OAArde7Pp0Q?rel=0
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21110
red

Special connections between the wooden 
parts make the impression of movement 
like in a real dachshund. when pulled, its 
body and tail wag while its ears flop.

22840
Dog Miga 
26 x 19 x 14 cm

Miga wags its tail when pulled.

21120*
Dachshund
natural
28 x 13 x 18 cm

The animal kingdom is wild and diverse. For us it 
doesn’t only include the ones near us like farm 
animals and pets, but also exotic beasts and 
dinosaurs, the ancient inhabitants of our planet. It 
also contiains mythological creatures and fantastic 
animals.
Animals are inevitably present in childhood and kids 
create a symbolic connection with them. Wolves 
and hares, bears and foxes, donkeys and monkeys, 
become some of the main characters in children’s 
imagination, after all animals and kids share the 
world of childhood. The babies of animals have the 
same need to play as human children.
Teddy bear, bird rattle, dachshund and Miga the Dog; 
these are the some of the toys that we created to 
represent this kingdom. 

animals

*Colours will be selected according to availability unless 
otherwise stated when ordering.
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22910
Kitten - keepsake box
23 x 13 x 30

22930
Elephant 
keepsake box
30 x 13 x 17

21220* 
Dachshund puppy
natural
18 x 7 x 11 cm

21210W
white

21210R
red

21210B 
blue

21210Y 
yellow

Pull the frogs forward and they will jump 
alternatively, imitating the motion of the 
real animals.

21410
Jumping frogs
19 x 9 x 10 cm

23210
Crocodile
24 x 6 x 9 cm

Crocodile opens and closes its 
mouth while pulled.

*Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering.
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21630B 
Jumping Squirell
blue 
18 x 13 x 9 cm

good news!

22970
Dog - keepsake box
23 x 13 x 30

22950BL
Pony - keepsake box
black
31 x 13 x 30 cm

22950W
white

21630R
red

https://www.youtube.com/embed/zSVVPPnwRsw?rel=0
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25080W* 
Big rabbit
white 
21 x 14 x 9 cm

25090W* 
Small rabbit
white 
11 x 9 x 6 cm

25080LB 
light blue

25090LB 
light blue

25090P 
pink

25090N 
natural

25090M 
minth

25080M 
minth

25080P 
pink

*Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering.

26050 
Beetle Ra 
11 x 6 x 7 cm

These bugs have a gearbox mechanism, pull 
them back and they will propel themselves 
forward. 

25110
Black sheep
14 x 7 x 11 cm

27010LB*
Ghost T
light blue
7 x 8 x 7 cm

27030
Mine Ghost
7 x 8 x 7 cm

27010M
minth

26010 
Cicada Bar 
13 x 7 x 7 cm

*Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise 
stated when ordering.

26030 
Caterpillar Ba 
11 x 6 x 6 cm
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25150R*
Worm
red
30 x 15 x 7 cm

21

21610 
Unicorn
14 x 16 x 7 cm

good news!

25150Y
yellow

25150LG
light green

Unicorn gallops gracefully when 
pulled or pushed. The bells inside 
its neck jingle delicately, almost like          
a lullaby.

21550B*
Wobbling chicken
blue
13 x 8 x 6 cm

21530
Wobbling penguin
10 x 14 x 10 cm

21560 
natural

21550R
coral red

*Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering.*Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering.
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78410
T-Rex
24 x 19 x 8 cm 78420

Triceratops
26 x 15 x 11 cm

78430
Stegosaurus
28 x 17,5 x 6,5 cm

79120 
Paleo animals 
T-Rex
natural wood
Box 21 x 21 x 4,5 cm
6 elements

79110 
black oak

TA-DA!

79160 
Paleo animals 
Mammoth
natural wood
Box 21 x 21 x 4,5 cm
6 elements

79150 
black oak

79140 
Paleo animals 
Triceratops
natural wood
Box 21 x 21 x 4,5 cm
6 elements

79130 
black oak

20 20 20

20

20

20
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25220
The farm
14 figures
Box 23 x 21 x 5 cm

25220 DG
Dog
7 x 6 x 1,3 cm

25220 GT 
Goat
8,5 x 7,5 x 1,3 cm

25220 FO 
Foul
8 x 10 x 1,3 cm

25220 HR
Horse
12 x 12 x 2 cm

25220 PG 
Pig
9 x 6 x 2 cm

25220 GS
Goose
5 x 8 x 1,3 cm

25220 TK
Turkey
6 x 7,5 x 2 cm

25220 CW
Cow
13 x 9 x 2 cm

25220 CF 
Calf
9 x 8 x 1,3 cm

25220 RB
Rabbit
5 x 5,5 x 1,3 cm

25220 CT
Cat
5 x 6 x 1,3 cm

25220 DK
Duck
6 x 6 x 1,3 cm

25220 HN
Hen
4,5 x 5 x 1,3 cm

25220 SH 
Sheep
8 x 7 x 2 cm

Farm animals are sold as a set or separatelly. Kids can 
cut part of the box out and turn it into a barn.

25210 
Bajosaurs
10 figures
Box 23 x 21 x 5 cm

25210 TR
T-Rex
14 x 10 x 2 cm

25210 ST
Stegosaurus
12,5 x 7 x 2 cm

25210 TC
Triceratops
12 x 6 x 2 cm

25210 PN
Pteronodon
10 x 6 x 1,3 cm

25210 AK
Ankylosaurus
13,5 x 6 x 2 cm

25210 SP
Spinosaurus
14,5 x 9,5 x 2 cm

25210 VR
Velociraptor
8 x 6 x 1,3 cm

25210 PS
Parasauropholus
12 x 6,5 x 2 cm

25210 DS
Dilphosaurus
9 x 7 x 1,3 cm

25210 DD
Diplodocus
16 x 13,5 x 2 cm

Bajosaurus are sold as a set in 
a box, or by piece in an  

paper envelope.

20 20
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25230 
Wild animals jungle 
& savanna
11 figures
Box 23 x 21 x 5 cm

25240 
Forest animals
10 figures
Box 23 x 21 x 5 cm

21 21

good news! good news!

25230 EL
Elephant
14 x 10,6 x 1,8 cm

25230 GO
Gorilla
9,4 x 10 x 1,8 cm

25230 LI
Lion
11 x 8,5 x 1,8 cm

25230 GI
Giraffe
9,4 x 19 x 1,3 cm

25230 TI
Tiger
12,5 x 8 x 1,8 cm

25230 SN
Snake
14 x 14,6 x 1,3 cm

25230 TO
Toucan
6,6 x 5,7 x 1,3 cm

25230 MO
Monkey
7 x 6 x 1,3 cm

25230 CR
Crocodile
17 x 5 x 1,8 cm

25230 RH
Rhinoceros
14,5 x 7,6 x 1,8 cm

25230 ZE
Zebra
10,2 x 11,6 x 1,8 cm

25240 BE
Bear
12 x 7,2 x 1,8 cm

25240 BI
Bison
12,5 x 9,5 x 1,8 cm

25240 DE
Deer
9,3 x 11,8 x 1,3 cm

25240 BO
Boar
9 x 6,3 x 1,8 cm

25240 FO
Fox
10 x 6,8 x 1,3 cm

25240 RA
Racoon
10 x 5 x 1,3 cm

25240 OW
Owl
4,4 x 6 x 1,3 cm

25240 SQ
Squirell
4,7 x 5,5 x 1,3 cm

25240 HE
Hedgehog
5,2 x 3,5 x 1,3 cm

25240 WO
Wolf
 10,5 x 7,4 x 1,3 cm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xl8hyoy93nM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qsYMfbiV1A
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78450
Pegasus
natural wood 
15 x 17 x 7 cm

78440
Yeti 
18 x 7 x 10 cm

good news!

good news!
good news!

78450LE
black oak - 
limited edidion

Bajo diversity -
Endangered animals
box: 24,5 x 13 x 2 cm

Biodiversity is key to our survival on earth. Here is a 
series of figures of endangered animals made out of 
solid wood, painted and printed in vibrant patterns. 
Folk inspirations remind us about the longtime 
connection between human and animal life. Sold 
separatelly in special cardboard envelope.

Every Limited Edition piece 
has its consecutive number 
engraved on the belly.

21

25250PA
Panda Bear
13 x 8 x 1,8 cm

25250OR
Orangutan
10 x 10 x 1,8 cm

25250LE
Leopard
17 x 7 x 1,8 cm

25250RH
Rhinoceros
14,5 x 9 x 1,8 cm

25250TI
Tiger
15 x 9 x 1,8 cm

25250PB
Polar Bear
17 x 8,5 x 1,8 cm

25250PN
Pangolin
14,5 x 15 x 1,8 cm

25250EL
Elephant
14 x 10,5 x 1,8 cm

25250WH
Blue Whale
20,5 x 11,5 x 1,8 cm

25250GO
Gorilla
10 x 11 x 1,8 cm

diversity

https://www.youtube.com/embed/YcMoR_dNRb8?rel=0
https://www.youtube.com/embed/iiCFJuBxaLA?rel=0
https://www.youtube.com/embed/x9JHc07zOgY?rel=0
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78150
Wolf 
24 x 15 x 6,5 cm

78120
Gorilla
15 x 12 x 7 cm

78110
Rhinoceros
19 x 11 x 7 cm

78100
Polar bear
17 x 10,5 x 7 cm

78130
Panda
15 x 11 x 7 cm

78140
Sloth
15 x 11 x 7 cm

20
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Mini car
carmin 
7,5 x 5 x 5,5 cm

42510M* 
Ellipse
mint 
7 x 5 x 5,5 cm

49310* 
Car with beads 
13 x 8 x 6 cm

43710C* 
Auto Beetle
carmin 
7 x 5 x 5,5 cm

41320 
natural wood

42520 
natural wood

49320 
natural wood

43720 
natural wood

41310LB 
light blue

42510Y 
yellow

43710LB 
light blue

41310Y 
yellow

42510O 
orange

43710Y 
yellow

41310G 
green

42510B 
blue

43710O 
orange

43710P 
pink

There is wide variety of toys which introduce 
topics of street traffic, speed and mobility 
to the world of play. Stylised, colourful and 
diverse, these cars are not intended to merely 
imitate cars from the world of adults, they refer 
rather to the child’s imagination and develop 
spatial orientation, the sense of direction and 
distance. 

The collection of colorful large and small 
vehicles, includes:

• Trucks which can be loaded and unloaded.
• Emergency vehicles: ambulance, police, fire 
brigade and road inspection.
• Passenger vehicles: buses, cars of various 
types.
• Aircrafts and helicopters, which travel along 
with the child.

vehicles

*Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering.
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This toy is composed of three 
parts: a lorry, a blue car and a 
blockade/ramp.

44330 
Ambulance 
10 x 5 x 8 cm

42710B 
Police car 
7 x 5 x 6 cm

41110Z 
Emergency vechicles set
4 vechicles 

41810 
Fire engine basic 
15 x 5 x 9 cm

41110
Breakdown lorry
15 x 5 x 10 cm

41830 
Fire engine
15 x 5 x 9 cm

45610 
Fire engine
helicopter
8 x 7 x 8 cm

42310C* 
Small truck 
with blocks
carmin 
12 x 5 x 8 cm

42310O 
orange

42310BL 
black

42310LB 
light blue

*Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering.
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This car has a gearbox mechanism, pull it back 
and the car will propel itself forward. 

49410R*
Pullback car
red
9 x 6 x 5,5 cm

49710R*
Poly-car
red
5 x 12,5 x 5,5 cm

49410B 
blue

49710B 
blue

49410O 
orange

49710Y
yellow

49410G 
green

49710N 
natural

49710GR 
grey

Autotransporter comes in four parts: 
a truck, a trailer and two small cars. 

41410
Autotransporter 
21 x 5 x 10 cm

78250
Triple vehicle
18 x 5 x 10 cm

good news!

20

21

*Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering. *Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/HRU2f3UBuLs?rel=0
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41510O 
orange

41510Y*
Bus
yellow
13 x 5 x 7 cm

41510C 
carmin

41510LB
light blue

46490
Camper with 
surfboard
12 x 5 x 9 cm

49510
School bus
14 x 5 x 6 cm

46450M
4WD car & horse
20 x 5 x 8 cm

46410C
4WD car & boat
20 x 5 x 8 cm

46480
4WD car & camper
20 x 5 x 8 cm

*Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering.
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Racing car F
red
18 x 9 x 6 cm

41230Y
yellow

41230B 
blue

41230S 
silver

42910C*
Racing car 
carmin
8 x 5 x 5 cm

42910LB 
light blue

42910O 
orange

42910Y 
yellow

41910M
minth

42030M
minth

41910LB 
light blue

42030O 
orange

41910C 
carmin

42030C 
carmin

41910Y 
yellow

42030Y 
yellow

41910S*
Airplane
silver
15 x 15 x 7 cm

42030LB*
Small plane
light blue
12 x 10 x 7 cm

*Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering. *Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering.
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The container of the cargo truck has                        
a removable top. When installed, it serves 
as a sorter for three colourful blocks.  

44710
Truck PC, big
50 x 10 x 14 cm

42110R*
Tipper
blue
26 x 15 x 10 cm

42110B 
red

This ingenius car, thanks to a special 
construction, can move not only 
straight, but also right and left.

41250R 
red

47210Y 
yellow

41250B*
LRcar 
blue
16 x 8 x 7 cm

47210W*
Retro car LR 
white
16 x 8 x 7 cm

*Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering. *Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering.
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Be wowed by the movement of this train. When the 
wheels go round the train comes to life. Pull it forward  
and watch the trains engine move independently from 
its driver cabin. At the same time its cargo turns around 
making the bell inside jingle.

This train set consist of many interchangeable 
elements, each different in colour and shape. Children 
can create their own unique combinations by stacking 
cargo pieces on wheeled trailers in many ways. Play 
develops imagination and creativity.

41770
Choo-choo ding
26 x 11 x 9,5 cm

45310
Train to build
53 x 9 x 8 cm

49630LB 
Eco-car 
9 x 5 x 6 cm

49650 
Eco-limousine 
9 x 5 x 6 cm

49670 
Eco-sport car 
11 x 5 x 4 cm

49610 
Eco autotransporter set 
35 x 9 x 17 cm

-This product includes only the Eco-car 
shown in the picture. 
-All BAJO® small cars fit perfectly in the 
Ecotrasporter set.
Children will be able to load this 
product with four small cars.
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This pyramid is based on the idea of contrast among 
colours, therefore is not sorted from the brightest to 
darkest, instead its colourful rings are intercalated.

39350
Stacker pyramid “5”
10 x 10 x 15 cm

39330
Stacker pyramid “10”
10 x 10 x 24 cm

38890
Rocket
9 x 9 x 20 cm

education
BAJO’s toys develop together with every child. 
The educational element starts with a basic 
principle but as the childs abilities grow so does 
the potential of BAJO toys. 

These educational wooden toys are built upon the 
ideas of learning while playing:

•    Experiencing shapes, proportions and colours 
by recognising, classifying and associating.
• Developing manual skills, self-reliance, 
concentration and resourcefulness.
• Discovering the relationships between shapes, 
colour, size and patterns.
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33450W
Rook tower
white
9 x 17 x 9 cm

33450BL 
black

38110
Sorting board “Figures”
34 x 10 x 8 cm

44750
Stacking board “Figures”
35 x 11 x 6 cm

These pictures show the “Shapes pyramid” 
when assembled and disassebled as well as 
some other possible arrangement.

39390
Panda stacker
10 x 10 x 15 cm

33430
Shapes pyramid
14 x 10 x 10 cm
6 pieces
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rings ordered from the lowest to highest make easier teaching how to count, while 
also allowing kids to explore the potential of the classic stacking board, in which 
the toddler has to put the pieces on bolts. 
Blockades at the end of the ropes prevent rings from going astray.

38210
Rope abacus
43 x 8 x 13 cm

This toy was awarded ‘Best Design Award’ by 
The International Toy Fair in Nuremberg. 

33510
Sorting board “10”
27 x 24 x 9 cm

34610
Balance
37 x 8 x 15 cm

This is a multifunctional educational toy. Its primary function is to introduce children to the concept 
counting. The rods are associated with the number below them, making learning easier. You can 
demonstrate elementary mathematical operations by adding and subtracting the colourful rings. 
Wheels on the sides add to the stacker an element of additional fun.

32710
Stacker 1-5
36 x 11 x 19 cm
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32010
Sparrow abacus
25 x 9 x 12 cm

99790
Wall abacus C
25 x 26 x 7 cm

38710
Abacus 50
30 x 12 x 18 cm

38610
Abacus 100
30 x 12 x 34 cm

37930
Stacking Spheres
36 x 11 x 8 cm

This set of 10 interlocking balls 
are great for teaching colours and      
numbers. A special wooden board 
with pegs and holes enables children 
to use this toy as a regular stacker and 
a board to create patterns.

Children can mix up the pieces 
in a colourful composition and 
organize them, turning this toy 
into a puzzle. This object can 
stand vertically or be put flat 
to create different dynamics of 
interaction.
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*Includes a stick
multipication set

91570
Numbers & symbols
4 x 4 x 2 cm x 40 pc

92380
Easy math
Educational arithmetic set 
Box 22 x 7 x 7 cm 

97630
Wooden fractions set*
21 x 20 x 10 cm
55 elements

*Option in double sided wooden box 
avaliable while stock lasts.

92330
Alphabet blocks
4 x 4 x 4 cm x 16 pc

92340
Earth colours alphabet
4 x 4 x 2 cm x 40 pc20
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78040
Forest Alphabet
4 x 4 x 3 cm
26 pc

92360
Me & You alphabet
4 x 4 x 4 cm x 12 pc 

36050
Illustrated letters
height - 8,5 cm

36050A

36050H

36050O

36050U

36050B

36050I

36050P

36050V

36050C

36050J

36050Q

36050W

36050D

36050K

36050E

36050L

36050R

36050X

36050F

36050M

36050S

36050Y

36050G

36050N

36050T

36050Z
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34120
natural

34110*
Shoe & needle
13 x 7 x 15 cm

This is a game where you pass colouful 
laces through holes. Children can lace 
the strings to create different patterns 
like crosses or dashes. Lacing toys 
help children develop fine motor skills. 
Holding, threading and undo-ing are 
sewing motions that help the hand to 
train different skills needed for writing. 

37710
Apple tree
12 x 12 x 17 cm

31130W
Sheep & lamb
13(7) x 1,5 x 8 cm

31410O*
Fox
18 x 1,5 x 6 cm

31420
natural

*Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering. *Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering.
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27070
natural sheep

27080*
Weaving sheeps 
Black sheep 
20 x 12 x 1,8 cm

Apply various weaving techniques to 
cover your own sheep with wool.

In it’s most basic sense, puzzles are matching 
pieces. You have to connect them so that they 
reflect the bigger picture. Blocks, on the other 
hand, are fragments that form models with 
different degrees of complexity. Blocks can 
become puzzles when you come up with your 
own structure and each piece has its own place. 
In the end the pieces of a puzzle can be use like 
blocks too. Don’t forget, the only rule is to do as 
you please.

puzzles
& blocs

20

*Colours will be selected according to availability unless otherwise stated when ordering.
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91870
ZOO cubes
4 x 4 x 4 cm
9 element puzzle

94130 
Reef & Desert 
2 in 1 cube puzzle 
8 x 8  x 8 cm

94110 
Polar & Jungle 
2 in 1 cube puzzle 
8 x 8  x 8 cm

This round Earth puzzle teaches 
us the actions we can all apply to 
help heal our planet in opposition 
of some of the actions that threaten 
its wellness.

98210
Let’s save our planet
double sided puzzle 
30 x 30 x 1,3 cm
Box 31,5 x 15,5 x 4,5 cm
10 elements

2020

20
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97410
Crowd puzzle
17 x 24 x 1,5 cm
14 shapes
double sided

97470
Jungle puzzle
17 x 24 x 1,5 cm
double sided
11 pc

97450
City puzzle
17 x 24 x 1,5 cm
double sided
9 elements puzzle

91860 
Fantastic creatures 
9 blocks 
17 animals
Box 23 x 21 x 5 cm

Are these animals real or made up?
Get to know the rarest animals on earth and enjoy mixing 
their parts to create incredible new creatures.

97440
Friendly monsters 
Puzzle and figures
21 x 17 x 1,5 cm
12 monsters

20
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99310 
Animal kingdom (EN)
Self correcting word puzzles
2 x 6 cm, 2 x 8 cm, 2 x 10 cm
12 pieces 

99330
Im Reich der Tiere (DE) 

99350 
Królestwo zwierząt (PL)

99230
Dragons
4 x 12 cm

99270
Cinderella
4 x 12 cm

99250
Little Red
Riding Hood
4 x 12 cm

99290
Princess 
& Dragon
4 x 12 cm

99210
Four towers
4 x 12 cm
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76010C
Sphinx

93030M 
Thousand faces 
28 x 10 x 18 cm
20 magnetic elements

76010A 
Pegasus 
Box 17 x 18 x 4 cm
15 elements

97010BL
Tangram
black
box 19 x 18 x 3 cm

97610
Pentomino
box 27 x 17 x 4 cm

76010B
Dragon

97010R
red

good news!
21

https://www.youtube.com/embed/4jGmVitDrnw?rel=0
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97530
Acrobats
8 coloured wooden 
acrobats
Box 8,5 x 1,5 x 9 cm

Game of physical and mental skills, the goal 
is to create a stable pyramid out of eight 
colourful figures. It trains manual dexterity, 
the precision of hand and patience.

97520
Mendelsons 
Box 20 x 20 x 3,5 cm

In these 10 wooden characters, everyone can 
recognize at least one familiar person. Each of 
them is different and unique. You can try to build 
a tower balancing them or try to use the special 
semicircle to balance their weight. This is a game 
of skill, balance and patience. 

97510
Athlete 
1 athlete
60 sticks
Box 21 x 10 x 3 cm

97590
World balance
10 figures
Box 21 x 10 x 3 cm

good news!
21
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97390 
Elephant sorter
17 x 24 x 3 cm

97370
Sheep sorter
17 x 24 x 3 cm

97360
The World of 
Butterflies sorter
17 x 24 x 3 cm

97350
The Whale Familly
sorter
17 x 24 x 3 cm

good news!

good news!

21

21

https://www.youtube.com/embed/zaDA_Yj_xvU?rel=0
https://www.youtube.com/embed/63JpELOQxa8?rel=0
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These are just few examples of what 
can be built. These blocks can be mixed 
to create your own new buildings.

91890
Architectural blocks
Building blocks “City”
(4 x 4 x 4 cm) x 16 pc

97380
Henri sorter
38 x 38 cm x 4 cm

33910
Castle stacker
15 x 15 x 11 cm

98110
Bajo totem 
10 x 10 x 30 cm
15 pieces
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91020
Mondrian Blocks
Box 28 x 26 x 8 cm
96 elements 

91070
Manhattan blocks set
base 25 x 25 cm
54 pieces,9 colours,
6 shapes
and a board

91090 
Forest Central Park 
Box 28 x 26 x 8 cm
22 elements

This landscaping forest set is a great 
complement for every building blocks 
set. It offers endless possibilities while 
triggering the child’s creativity. It teaches 
about the importance of nature among 
the cities.

Manhattan (91070) 
(design from 2015) 
is a good match for 
Forest Central Park. 

76020
Abstract Art
Box 29,5 x 13,3 x 3,5 cm
14 elements 

good news!
21

Graphic motives inspired by Kandinsky’s art are 
coming to life with this set of various shapes. 
Combine them in endless ways to create artistic 
compositions like the ones at the museum. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/BIE_-pSvJxw?rel=0
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97580
The Hive
Box 28 x 26 x 8 cm
30 elements 

good news!
21

The Hive is a set of wooden blocks introducing 
the genius of the bee family. Hexagonal based 
blocks teach not only how the honeycomb 
is built, but are a door to the fantastic bee 
universe hidden in the hive. 

91010
Blocks 107 X
Box 26 x 26 x 19 cm
107 elements 

good news!
21

https://www.youtube.com/embed/k11MZaUaQKk?rel=0
https://www.youtube.com/embed/3_GD8P-_QM0?rel=0
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91680
Point of View Puzzle
Box 28 x 26 x 8 cm
36 elements 

good news!
21

This complex set of puzzles show many ways to 
see and interpret the world around us. Children 
can discover new layers and meanings to it as they 
develope. The pieces are made out of 13 mm solid 
wood, so they are also great as building blocks.

78790
Rainbow blocks
28,5 x 14,5 x 3 cm
21 elements 

good news!
21

6 single bows

78800 
Asymmetrical Arches 
28,5 x 14,5 x 4 cm

https://www.youtube.com/embed/2fYJkp6eEw8?rel=0
https://www.youtube.com/embed/IuRTWM5Dpjs?rel=0
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78730
RainBOWBOW 
Colour - Big
40 x 20 x 7 cm

78710
RainBOWBOW 
Colour - Small 
24,5 x 12 x 7 cm

10 double bows

6 double bows

78740
RainBOWBOW 
B&W - Big
40 x 20 x 7 cm

10 double bows

78720
RainBOWBOW 
B&W - Small
24,5 x 12 x 7 cm

6 double bows



97550
Noah’s Ark
30 x 10 x 15 cm games

To play the game you have to follow the rules, 
they can be simple or also complex. You can 
come up with rules or you can move the 
figurines in a toy theatre playing roles in any 
story.  You may kick-start whirligigs or marble 
run, where laws of physics are the rules. Games 
utilize motoric skills - bowling, perceptivity - 
memory, strategy power - domino. Painting, 
literature, film, theatre, satire, opera, the whole 
world of art is game reality, only having more 
complex and mysterious principles.

32860
Coloured wooden pebbles
10 pieces
ø6 cm ø8 cm ø10 cm ø14 cm
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34830
Domino jewels XXL
box 35 x 18 x 15 cm

This version of domino has beautiful 
jewels on it. Kids love to play with its 
giant pieces that creates contrast 
between the wood and the gems.

91130
Domino animals
28 wooden blocks
8 x 4 x 1 cm

99510
Domino Pictures & names (EN)
28 wooden blocks
8 x 4 x 1 cm

99530 
Domino (DE)

99550 
Domino (FR)
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Memo animals
5 x 5 x 1 cm
36 pieces

99680
Memo basic
5 x 5 x 1 cm
36 pieces

78010 
Endangered  
animals Memo 
5 x 5 x 1 cm 
26 pc

99620
Memo 
People of the world
Box 6,5 x 28 x 6,5 cm
32 pieces

99610 
Memo Dogs 
Box 6,5 x 28 x 6,5 cm
32 pieces
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36640
Echo

36660
Universe 

36670
Mondrian 

36620
Semi circles 

36630
Circles

36530
Latern 

36910 
Rainbow

Spinnig top
game of skill
7 x 7 x 7 cm

36940 
Modern

36510
Dots 

36930
Modern - Colour 

Artsy spinning top designs that show 
beautiful effects when they turn.

99750
Marble run
Dewdrop
28 x 45 x 32 cm

99710
Marble run rings “3” 
60 x 15 x 60 cm

99760
natural
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Hansel and Gretel theatre
30 x 17 x 6 cm
10 elements

73150GJ
Gym Joe
21 x 9 x 32 cm

93010
Wild Forest
Theatre
30 x 28,5 x 5,5 cm
20 pieces

99260
Little red riding
hood Theatre
30 x 17 x 6 cm
16 pieces
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Not every kid has got her or his own 
room. But they can always create their 
own intimate space thanks to funny 
decorations. Playing games has got 
the power to transform any place into                      
a nursery. Highly recommended.

child’s 
room

97750
Angler
6 fish, 2 fishing rods
box 42 x 37 x 11 cm

95210
Fellow hoopla games set
50 x 100 x 18 cm

This set contains two popular games: 
bowling and hoopla game. Both fit easily 
into a bag, making them great for the 
outdoors.
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52040
Round back Swing
35 x 25 x 150 cm

52010
Swing
35 x 25 x 150 cm

53710G 
Bajocycle
green
55 x 29 x 40 cm
seat height 23

53710C
carmin

53710W
white & grey

By incorporating a special thick cardboard tube in 
the design of these toys, we gave to some of them 
an empty space inside where children can easily 
deposit and retrieve their treasures, the animal 
becomes the guardian of the child’s special objects.

78510 
Dog - Ride on
seat height 23 cm

78500 
Hippo - Ride on
seat height 23 cm
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Measuring growth
chart “Giraffe” 
36 x 106 x 0,6 cm

75030
Measuring growth
chart “Dinosaur” 
42 x 101 x 0,6 cm

75050
Measuring growth
chart “Seaworld” 
16 x 96 x 0,6 cm

Includes two magnetic 
fishes to keep track 
of the height of two 
different children.

12710
Seagull
(picture on the left)
45 x 84 x 84 cm

12730
Stork
50 x 86 x 78 cm

When you pull them down, Seagull 
and Stork start bouncing, giving the 
impression of flight.
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78600B
Pencil case WHALE
40 x 25 cm 

78600R
Pencil case FISH
35 x 25 cm 

21840
Pinocchio
32 x 44 cm

21870
Ballerina
32 x 44 cm Collection of wooden toys  

designed and carefully  
manufactured in Poland by Bajo.
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79040 
Snake figure
14 x 9,5 x 2 cm

79030 
Owl figure
13 x 15 x 2 cm

79020 
Fox figure
12 x 12,5 x 2 cm

79050 
Mini mouse figurine
6 x 4 x 1,5 cm

1 :1

*It keeps a good proportion for Mini Gruffalo figurine (78880). 
All Gruffalo  figures come in a ecologic zero-plastic packaging.®

78810 
Gruffalo & Mouse figures 
Gruffalo: 11 x 7 x 21 cm 
Mouse: 6 x 5 x 11 cm

78880 
Mini Gruffalo figurine
8 x 6 x 15 cm

6 cm
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78820 
Gruffalo alphabet blocks 
(4 x 4 x 2 cm) x 26 pc

78890 
Gruffalo alphabet blocks 
German version 
(4 x 4 x 2 cm) x 26 pc

Help little ones to read with these two-sided alphabet 
blocks. Images and example words have been taken 
from the world of the Gruffalo. They are beautifully 
printed on smooth wooden blocks. Build them, stack 
them or join them to make new words.

78850 
Gruffalo double
sided puzzle 
(4 x 4 x 2 cm) x 9 pc 

Slender block puzzle with two scenes to build. 
Recreate the pictures from the best-selling 
stories ”The Gruffalo” and ”The Gruffalo’s 
Child”, you can use them as building blocks.

Recreate the Gruffalo story with this 18 pieces 
wooden theatre. The theatre can be large or small 
depending on how you put the stage together. 
There are two possible backgrounds with lots of 
extra pieces including trees, grass and rocks, and 
of course the five main characters.

78830 
Gruffalo wooden theatre 
30 x 17 x 6 cm
18 pc
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www.gruffalo.com
The Gruffalo © 1999  
Julia Donaldson & Axel Scheffler. 
The Gruffalo word mark and logo are 
trade marks of Julia Donaldson and  
Axel Scheffler and used under licence. 
Licensed by Magic Light Pictures Ltd.

wooden toys

Watch Mouse run around Gruffalo 
as you push the toy forward. When 
Mouse is tired of running you can 
take Gruffalo off the toy and play 
with him separately.

78840 
Gruffalo & Mouse 
push along toy 
37 x 11 x 42 cm 

78860 
Gruffalo character
puzzle 
12 x 1,5 x 19,5 cm
4 pc 4 pieces puzzle 

Fo
x 
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Snake

Many Bajo toys are made from 
the smaller pieces that are left 
after some furniture factories 
had taken the big wooden pieces 
they need.

The leftovers of our production are 
used for small toys and games, the 
pieces that can’t be used become     
a wood-derived resource for other 
uses.

Unlike platic, wood biodegradates    
quickly and doesn’t contaminate 
the enviroment. Trees grow back 
while plastic is just litter.

We make beautiful, timeless, authentic 
and durable toys that can pass from        
a generation to another in perfect 
condition.

We are commited in the reduction of 
plastic usage. Our boxes are made of 
carboard and we try to use paper-based 
resources to secure the shipments.      
Our toy-making process has very little 
carbon foortprint.

Wooden toys are a direct connection to      
the natural world for children, they             
improve mental and physical wellbeing.

Every single toy is handcrafted in our 
modest factory in Poland, making      
a positive impact in our community. 
We care about our employees and we 
pay them fairly.

Many of our toys are designed to 
raise awarness on today’s world 
challenges, and green conscience 
so children can become planet-
-friendly adults.

Wood is a renovable
resource

Almost nothing is wasted

Bajo is socially
responsable

We educate in ecology.Our toys are durable

Wooden toys are natural

Basically plastic free

We use leftovers

Why is

ecological?

Some reasons why
wooden toys
are a sustainable
source of fun!

All our wood comes from companies 
respect EU Timber Regulation, so we 
can be sure that is a sustainable 
plantation without destroying any 
forest or ecosystem.

The wood in Bajo toys
is environmentally
responsible



BAJO
design & production

PL32-732 Kamionna 97
+48 14 613 72 46
+48 14 613 72 20
bajo@bajo.com.pl
www.bajo.eu

Direct sales from BAJO 
Poland for EU countries 
not listed here.

wooden toys
Mallmann Distribution

Joanna Mallmann
Gartenstr. 17Y
32105 Bad Salzuflen
mobil +49 173 574 09 27
info@mallmann-distribution.de
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Le Gite du cerf-volant

419 Rte 204 St-Aubert,
Quebec, Canada, G0R 2R0
tel. 418-358-0582
info@legiteducerfvolant.ca
www.legiteducerfvolant.ca

EkoLeko AB

Madeleine Limé 
Agavägen 15
181 55 Lidingö
tel. +46 876 514 00
tel. +46 705-550035
hej@EkoLeko.se
www.EkoLeko.seD
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ARGA’ di Arnoldo Simone

p.zza P. G. Zampol, 3
32012 Forno di Zoldo (BL)
tel. +39 437 794 105
+ 39 328 916 36 62
simonearnoldo@ar-ga.it

Isol World

Isabel Lorente
Consell de Cent
159 – 08015 Barcelona
tel. +34 636 185 33
hola@isolworld.com
www.isolworld.com

Happy Clown GmbH

Kirchbergstrasse 105
3400 Burgdorf
tel. +41 34 423 23 28
fax. +41 34 423 23 29
info@happyclown.ch
www.happyclown.ch

Little Polland Gallery

Dagmara Łyczko 
240 Kent Ave Unit 20
Brooklyn New York 11249
tel. +1 3477 33 43 58
littlepolgal@yahoo.com
www.littlepolandgallery.com

BorneLund Inc.

1-3-12 Jingumae
Shibuya – ku
Tokyo 150-0001, Japan
tel.+81 3 5785 0860
info@bornelund.co.jp
www.bornelund.co.jp

Studio SKINKY 2F

306-7 BiSan Dong
AnYangSi KyungKi-Do
431-050
studio_skinky@hotmail.com
www.bajo.co.kr

Amazon rainforest is one of the most important ecosystems on the planet but sadly it’s in danger, 
toogether with all the life thriving in it. We can all protect it but the first step is to inform ourselves. 
Amazon, the lungs and heart of our planet needs us.

ON THE COVER:




